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Abstract
Scholars generally agree that elites do not only distinguish themselves from non-elites
through social practices, but also in physical space through their place of residence. Yet, as of
now, only few studies systematically analyze the spatial distribution of elites’ residential
addresses as a form of differentiation and distinction. In this paper, we analyze the long-term
evolution of elites’ place of residence in Swiss municipalities since the end of the 19th
century. Building on data from a major research project on urban elites active in the
economic, academic, political and cultural sphere between 1890 to 2020, we first show how
elites in Basel, Geneva, and Zurich continuously deconcentrate and spread from the center
city to surrounding municipalities and to other places in Switzerland and abroad and we show
that this process is particularly prevalent among economic elites. Second, combining elite
locations with data on municipalities’ population size and distance from city centers, we
assess whether and when urban elites (de)concentrate and move to what kind of
municipalities. Third, we conduct a sequence analysis on urban elites preferred places of
residence over time to shed a light on how residential choices vary over time. Our results
contribute to the history of suburbanization and urban sprawl in Switzerland, by offering a
view “from above”.
Keywords: urban elites, Switzerland, municipalities, urban sprawl, territorial politics
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1. Introduction
In a widely received book and in an effort to explain the surge of populism in Western countries,
the journalist David Goodhart distinguishes “anywheres” from “somewheres” (Goodhart 2017).
In his view, “somewheres” are people that are rooted and attached to particular places, whereas
“anywheres” do not have strong place-based identities and group attachments. The first are
typically less well-educated and belong to the poorer strata of society, whereas the latter are
what we might call the elites that dominate politics and society. Goodhart’s characterization of
elites as anywheres resonates with well-established sociological accounts prominent at the end
of the 20th century that essentially depicted elites as placeless cosmopolitans – i.e. not in need
of or interested in (particular) places for exercising power (Castells 1996, Merton 1957).
Against this view, recent scholarship has demonstrated that upper classes and elites are also
locally rooted (Andreotti et al. 2015) and that they might be even more bound to place than
members of lower classes (Young 2018). Indeed, place and location can have important
functions for elites and upper classes. Pinçon-Charlot and Pinçon (2018) point to the
significance of urban space and residence location as a resource of symbolic capital for the
upper class. Residing or owning property in a particular neighborhood often is a starting point
for gaining access to the upper classes’ inner circles and meeting places – such as clubs and
society parties. Place can also serve an important function for elites’ economic activity. Young
(2018) argues that elites relocate much less for tax reasons than one would expect, since their
place of business activity also carries important social capital – networks with clients and
partners – which would be lost after relocation. Finally, Andreotti et al. (2013) demonstrate that
upper-middle class managers – a social stratum often considered to be highly mobile and
cosmopolitan – are often strongly attached to particular cities or even neighborhoods – and are
very similar to the general population in that respect (Antonsich and Holland 2014).
In this paper, we assess how elites’ relations to (urban) space have evolved over the long term.
To do so, we focus on the three largest Swiss cities – Zurich, Basel and Geneva – and compare
the place of residence of four different types of elites, namely economic, academic, political
and cultural elites. For seven benchmark years between 1890 and 2020, we show how elites
gradually suburbanized and dispersed over the course of 130 years. We first describe and
compare the proportion of elites living in the three cities, in their surroundings, in Switzerland
and abroad. We then draw maps of urban elites’ places of residence to visually examine the
temporal dynamics. In a final step, we illustrate some of these temporal dynamics in more detail
and focus on the characteristics of elites’ preferred residential areas.

2. Elites and Space
For this study we focus on four types of elites, namely economic, academic, political and
cultural elites2. In this section we present their main characteristics in relation to their
geographical distribution, and we formulate two hypotheses concerning, 1) the degree of
constraint for each type of elite (H1–H3), and 2) the transformations over time of the
relationship to geographical distance, namely between place of residence and place of work
(H4). The power of elites has been widely studied, including their formation and organization,
particularly in terms of coordination and concentration (David et al. 2012, Mach et al. 2016,
Pilotti 2017, Bühlmann et al. 2018). However, research on Swiss elites crucially lacks a large2

Cultural elites are not assessed in detail in the current version of the paper. Because they are incorporated into
the analyses in sections 2 and 3, they appear here and in the study sample.
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scale analysis of the residential logics of these very influential individuals. This contribution
hence complements the literature by adding a spatial dimension to the study of Swiss elites.

Economic elites
The statement that power over physical space can also be a form of social power is a
commonplace which is generally accepted by elite sociologists (Pinçon-Charlot and Pinçon
2018). This particularly holds for elites that dispose of a high amount of – or the command over
– economic capital, including corporate elites and company directors. In addition to living in
particular places, they also invest their capital into property in very particular places
(Beaverstock 2002, Fernandez et al. 2016). Yet scholars have only recently started to engage in
the large-scale analysis of the geography of economic elites – particularly of wealth elites
(Cousin and Chauvin 2021). To date, this research is rather UK, and particularly Londoncentred, and focuses on the comparison of municipalities and neighborhoods based on largescale datasets (Burrows et al. 2017, Cunningham and Savage 2015, Webber and Burrows 2016).
When it comes to differentiate economic (wealth) elites from other elites, Cunningham and
Savage (2015) show that London’s economic, cultural, and legal elites all cluster in particular
areas. We make the hypothesis (H1) that economic elites suffer from almost no constraints –
all the more when considering board memberships – because they only have to attend sessions
a few times a year, or maybe more for CEO’s. This first hypothesis calls for the distinction
between executive and non-executive functions.

Academic elites
The decentralized and fragmented political structure of Switzerland is reflected in the academic
institutional landscape. With a a great deal of autonomy in their decision-making, academic
organizations tend to favour geographical mobility, which produces competition among
scholars (Braun 2001, Benninghoff and Braun 2010, Bühlmann et al. 2013, Rossier et al. 2017,
Wagner 2020, Sautier 2021). Once tenured, university professors however do not need to be as
mobile anymore. The literature agrees on the growing importance of the dynamics of
(re)internationalization of academic careers and of international capital for obtaining stable
positions (Gingras 2002, Rossier et al. 2015, Bataille and Sautier 2019, Bühlmann 2020).
However, research lacks empirical evidence on the residential logics of academic elites. Despite
the growing trend toward the internationalization of academic elites (Hartmann 2016;
Goastellec and Pekari 2013), the Swiss higher education system remains characterized by the
importance of local governance. Moreover, the power over science do not solely come from
scientific credit (symbolic recognition through publications, prizes, etc.), but also through the
occupation of decision-making functions. Functions such as university rectors are strongly
anchored locally, and serve as a bridge to political and economic circles (Bourdieu 1984,
Bühlmann et al. 2018, Benz et al. 2021). Most (Swiss) universities are old institutions that are
closely associated with their city (Gingras 2003; Ruegg 2004 and 2010). They contribute to
education, culture and intellectual life, as well as urban economic development (Laferté 2004).
Moreover, there are many studies that deal more broadly with the existence of links between
academics and the (local) industry in the Swiss case (Stettler 1993, Tanner 1998, Aebischer and
Ricci 2006, Gugerli et al. 2010, Wirz von Planta 2016). There are indeed specific places of
sociability that, already at the beginning of the 20th century, brought together academics, local
political, and economic elites (Simon 2010). We make the hypothesis (H2) that, on the contrary
to economic elites (H1), academic elites would prefer to settle close to the institution that
employs them. Perhaps the very high level of internationalization plays an explanatory role
here, as staff recruited from abroad have no social circle outside the university.
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Political elites
If the economic and political elites seem to have few constraints in the choice of their place of
residence, the same is not true for the political elites. As in the previous case, the analysis of
the place of residence of political elites is very marginal in the sociology of political elites and
has been little studied in the Swiss case (Di Capua 2021), even though the study of birthplace
has long been considered a classic feature of the study of the social background of the political
elite (Genieys 2011:174). The few uses of GIS (Geographical Information System) on political
elites have made it possible to highlight a deficit in the spatial representativeness of political
representatives, with elected representatives tending to live more in bourgeois neighborhoods
than 'working-class' ones (de Borman et al. 2001, Van Hamme and Marissal 2008). Unlike the
other types of elites studied in this article, the residential location of political elites is
characterized by a legal and institutional spatial constraint: the electoral district. To gain access
to a political position of power through elections, an elected official must reside in his or her
electoral district, municipality or canton, according to the legal framework in force. The place
of residence of the political elite is therefore indirectly a political issue through the question of
electoral boundaries. Indeed, the latter has a decisive effect on the outcome of an election and
the social and spatial representativeness of the political elite (Di Capua 2021). More
specifically, one can also think of the phenomenon of gerrymandering, which aims to (re)divide
certain electoral districts to give an advantage to a party or a candidate (Gagnon 2006: 44).
Hence, unlike academic and economic elites who can move spatially as they wish, the spatial
mobility of political elites is constrained by institutional reasons and electoral political
strategies. We make the hypothesis (H3) that the spatial location of political elites does result
from intra-district residential logics, such as the choice of specific neighborhoods where they
are likely to appeal to an electorate with whom they share a common social and political capital.

The diminishing role of geographic distance (H4)
Aside the very important differences in residential logics between types of elites, we
hypothesize (H4) that all are subject to an overall deconcentration away from city centers.
Technological progress (trains, cars) makes it possible to live further and further away from
one’s workplace. Moreover, the extension of the cities' perimeter, and cantonal disparities in
the size and number of municipalities are also relevant to understand the changing relationships
to geographic distances. However, it is necessary to couple this general dynamic with the
specificities of the types of elites to understand how it affects them differently. Indeed, recent
studies seem to converge in underlining the propensity of elites to concentrate in certain districts
of large cities. We already mentioned that this is true for economic elites, but is not for
academic, and even more for political elites. The first are assumed to be concentrated around
the universities and in the wealthy neighborhoods. Since the spatial distribution of political
elites more or less follows the distribution of the general population, they are much more evenly
distributed geographically.

3. Research Strategy, data and methods
In this part we present our research strategy, data and methods. The focus of this study lies on
the three largest Swiss cities: Zurich, Geneva and Basel. Cities and their ruling classes played
an important role in the structures of power and domination within the territory of contemporary
Switzerland since centuries. Despite this quite common historically grown importance, the
cities differ in several aspects. First, while Basel and Geneva are city-states – meaning that the
city territory, to a large part, coincides with the territory of the canton – the city of Zurich lies
in a “territorial state” and represents the center of a large area composed of many municipalities.
Second, both Basel and Geneva are border cities – bordering Germany and France – and
represent the center of a transnational region. Third, the cities of Basel and Geneva were
4

dominated by local oligarchies and patriciates until the beginning of the 20th century – even if
the rule of the ancien régime officially ended with the French revolution (Perroux 2006, Sarasin
1997, Strebel et al. 2021). In Zurich, old patrician families had to share their power already
since the middle of the 19th century. Finally, Zurich represents the main economic hub of
Switzerland, with Basel and Geneva representing two important secondary centers.

Data: Swiss Elite Observatory
The data for this study come from a database on local elites in Basel, Geneva, and Zurich, from
1890 to 2020. The database is constructed based on a positional approach: for seven benchmark
years – 1890, 1910, 1937, 1957, 1980, 2000, 2020 – we have collected information on those
individuals that hold key positions in different social spheres (see Table 1).
Table 1. Positions Included in the Database
Sphere
Positions
Academic
Professors at the city’s university
Cultural
Board members of local art societies
Economic
Board members and directors of major companies from the most important economic sectors
(Basel: financial services and pharmaceutical industry; Geneva: financial services, watchmaking, machine, and pharmaceutical industry; Zurich: financial services, machine industry);
Board members of local chambers of commerce
Media*
Board members of two major newspapers in city
Political
Members of local and cantonal parliament/government
*Not included in the present contribution.

Table 2. Study sample (n=9436 elites*)
1890
1910
Economic Elites
380
390
Political Elites
595
631
Academic Elites
176
246
Cultural Elites
27
35

1937
382
606
311
39

1957
376
598
391
52

1980
404
656
251
66

2000
429
660
276
54

2020
415
599
359
32

Total
2776
4345
2010
305

*Note: some individuals might hold positions in two or three spheres, hence are counted double or triple.

In total, the database comprises 9,315 individuals. We have completed our data collection on
their place of residence at the time of their mandate for n=8334 elites3. To avoid
misinterpretation in the geographical distribution of elites, we kept the entire population, and
systematically mention missing information. The coordinates of the official residencies allow
us to identify the long-term evolution of elite residential patterns in the two cities and to assess
whether we find clusters of certain types of elites (e.g. academic or economic) in given
municipalities.

Three steps of the analysis
This article is still very much a work in progress that we conducted in three steps:
1. The first step compares the proportion of elites who reside in the canton’s capital city,
in the same canton, elsewhere in Switzerland and abroad. These rates are then compared
across benchmark years and differentiated according to the type of elite (economic,
academic, political), and the region (Basel, Geneva and Zurich)
3

All addresses were verified through the Official directory of building addresses and georeferenced with the
help from the Federal Office of Topography “swisstopo” website:
https://www.geo.admin.ch/fr/news/aktuell.detail.news.html/geo-internet/news2019/news20190307.html.
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2. The second step consists in projecting the individuals on maps to visualize the spatial
distribution of elites according to the number of elite and the size of municipalities’
population.
3. The third step involves sequence analysis to assess the variation of elites’ residential
logics over time and space.
Methods
Geographic information system (GIS) is the method that analyses and displays geographically
referenced information and that is implemented in different software such as QGIS and ArcGIS
(Lambert and Zanin 2016). For this study we mostly rely on the R package sf developed and
maintained by Edzer Pebesma. The addresses of the elites were identified as part of the data
collection process of the aforementioned SNSF Sinergia project. All information has then been
processed through the Swiss official building address directory4 to get the longitude and
latitudes coordinates5. From these coordinates we were able to identify the municipality of
residency, calculate distances and other metrics. In the end, each elite is characterized by its
residential place, and each place is reversely characterized by the individual characteristics of
the elites who live in. Data processing to take account for municipal mergers was facilitated by
to the Swiss Municipal Data Merger Tool (SMMT R package) by Knechtl and Stutzer (2021).6
For the moment, we limit our analysis to a comparison of municipalities, since data collection
on the different neighborhoods in the three cities is still in progress.
For the first step of our analysis, we provide simple descriptive statistics to show the share of
elites that live in different geographical settings. For the second step of our analysis, the
visualization of elite distributions across municipalities, we build on a bivariate classification
proposed by Timo Grossenbacher.7 We classify municipalities into 9 categories based on two
dimensions: the number of elites (low-medium-high) and their population size (low-mediumhigh), as displayed in figure 1.
Figure 1. Bivariate classification according to the number of elites and municipalities
population size

The number of elites is based on the following thresholds: 1 (low) = 1–2 elite(s); 2 (medium) =
3–4 elites; 3 (high) = 5+ elites. The population size refers to the Federal Population Census
(1850–2000)8, with the following thresholds: 1 (low) <= 1-50%; 2 (medium) = 50% to 85%; 3
(high) = 85% to 100%9.
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https://www.cadastre.ch/fr/services/service/registry/building.html
Many challenges precede this step, including the identification of streets that have been removed, renamed, etc.
6
https://github.com/ValValetl/SMMT/
7
https://timogrossenbacher.ch/2019/04/bivariate-maps-with-ggplot2-and-sf/
8
https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/en/home/statistics/population/surveys/vz.html.
9
Information corresponds to the following benchmark years: 1888 (1890), 1910 (1910), 1941 (1937), 1960
(1957), 1980 (1980), and 2000 (200), Data for 2020 are not yet included.
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For the third step of our analysis, the temporal classification of municipalities, we rely on
sequence analysis. Sequence Analysis (SA) is the statistical study of chronological sequences
of states, which was adapted from the biological sciences to the social sciences (Abbott &
Hrycak 1990, Abbott 1995). A unit of time (age, year, etc.) is assigned to each state that
compose a sequence. A distance between each sequence is calculated on the number and type
of operations required to transform one sequence into another (insert or delete a state, substitute
a state by another). This operation called optimal matching aims at measuring the degree of
similarity between the sequences (MacIndoe & Abbott 2004, Elzinga 2014, Dlouhy & Biemann
2015). As used in this paper, SA transforms information on the number of elite and the
municipalities population into succession of states that can be analyzed as time-related
variations. In other words, it makes it possible to overview the changes in the classification
used for the GIS in regard to each one of the municipalities. The exploration of such sequences
then relies on several metrics to account for the order of succession of the states, their duration,
the distribution of their frequencies, entropy between the different sequences (Widmer &
Ritschard 2009) or within a particular sequence (Elzinga & Liefbroer 2007). Our final analysis
uses automatic classification (clustering) to group similar sequences into classes, and thereby
obtain different groups of municipalities that correspond to different elite residential logics.

4. Results (1): Deconcentrating from the cities to surrounding
municipalities
4.1 Distinctions across regions
This sub-section presents the spatial distribution of elites’ residential addresses aggregated by
four areas: the city itself, the canton, everywhere else in Switzerland, and abroad.
Figure 2. Basel (n=2526)
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Figure 3. Geneva (n=2785)

Figure 4. Zurich (n=4083)10

From figures 2–4 we can see a similar temporal dynamic for elite residential choices in the
cities of Basel and Geneva. In both cases, the concentration of elites in the city was very high
until 1910 and then gradually started to decline with a rupture between 1957 and 1980. To a
lesser extent, we can see this suburbanization process – elites being more likely to live in the
municipalities that surround the city rather than in the city itself – for Zurich as well. Appendix
1 displays the proportion of elites in residential areas according to the distance from the canton’s
capital center. The lower share of elites in the city of Zurich since 1890 can be explained by the
less central position the city of Zurich has in terms of population in the canton: a higher number
of political elites come from other municipalities in the canton of Zurich when they sit in the
cantonal parliament than for example in Geneva.

10

The city of Winterthur is considered as part of the “other municipalities within canton” category.
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4.2 The residential evolution of economic, political, and academic elites (1890-2020)
This second sub-section presents the spatial distribution of elites’ residential addresses
differentiated by their sphere of activity. When we differentiate elites by their sphere of activity,
we can distinguish them according to their requirements in terms of spatial location. While
political elites must reside within the city/canton whose population they represent in parliament,
this is not the case for academic or economic elites. However, university professors are still
bound to the city to the extent that they exercise their profession full time in a specific location.
For economic elites, especially when they are members of the administrative board of a
company, the least geographical restrictions apply. Since being a board member is not a fulltime job and since physical presence is only required for board meetings, corporate directors
have the most leeway with respect to their residential choice.
Figure 4. Economic elites (n=2731)

From a general point of view, we note that the economic elites are clearly the least urbanized
nowadays and have become so gradually: from around 70% in 1890 living in one of the three
cities, we arrived at less than 20% in 2020 (figure 4). What is also noteworthy is the share of
economic elites that live abroad. While this share amounted already to roughly 10% in 1910, it
subsequently dropped and was negligible during most of the 20th century. In the last 20 years,
the share of economic elites with their main residence abroad increased significantly. This
residence pattern closely mirrors the degree of inter- and transnationalization of Swiss
economic elites. Up to the World War I, during the first wave of globalization, Swiss company
boards were much more international than during most of the 20th century, when the Swiss
business elite represented a highly closed circle (see Schnyder et al. 2005). Only in the 1990s,
with the second wave of globalization, this started to change and the transnationalization of the
Swiss business elite took up speed. The residence patterns of economic elites mirror this
evolution.
A second observation to be made is that the evolution of the spatial distribution of the economic
elite seems to anticipate a development we see among the general population in Switzerland
from the 1970s until the end of the 20th century: suburbanization (Kübler 2007). When cities
became more populated, it became more difficult to find spacious houses with surrounding
garden areas, and it became easier to commute for longer distances due to the spread of cars.
Economic elites probably relocated to more suburban municipalities, where there was more
space to build large houses “in the green”.
9

For the political elites we find a much stronger concentration in the cities and the cantons (figure
5). Given that political elites normally need to reside in the city or in the canton in which they
are elected, this was to be expected.
Figure 5. Political elites (n=4425)

The academic elites experienced a rupture in their residence patterns between 1957 and 1980:
the rate of professors living in the city dropped from 75% in 1957 to 40% in 1980 (figure 6).
Thus, we see that the re-internationalization of the academic field in terms of nationalities and
career mobility (Rossier et al. 2015) is accompanied by a decentralization of the places of
residence towards suburban municipalities or elsewhere in Switzerland (although less
frequently). Moreover, this might also reflect the general pattern of increasing suburbanization
and increased daily mobility among the general population. Long commutes are particularly
common among high-skilled professionals, such as university professors.
Figure 6. Academic elites (n=2042)
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5. Results (2): Mapping the city-regional dynamics of elite
spatiality through the 20th century
After having established the general evolution of elites’ places of residence and having shown
the continued withdrawal of economic and academic elites from urban residences, we now turn
to a visual examination of where elites have gone.11 For this second and third section to come,
we do not consider political elites, for their constraint regarding residential areas are very much
different from other types of elites. Figure 8 displays the temporal evolution of residencies for
this reduced sample (n=5091 elites).
Figure 8. No political elites (n=5091)

Figure 8 illustrates the overall de-urbanization of Swiss elites along the century. Especially
from the 80’s onward, it seems that the internationalization, that is the number of elites’
residential places situated outside Switzerland, is taking a serious upward trend. In this section
we focus on areas within the country.
Figures 9 and 10 show elites’ places of residence in 1890 and in 2000. As explained above,
municipalities which are the place of residence of at least one individual in our database are
colored according to two indicators: the number of elites (the more, the more intense the red),
and the population size (the higher, the more intense the blue). In 1890, we find four dark purple
municipalities – the cities of Basel, Geneva, Zurich and Winterthur (due to its role as an
important hub for the machine industry) – with some individual municipalities and cities
scattered across Switzerland that are home to a small number of elites. In 2020, the situation
looks rather different. While we still find the four cities to be the places with a high number of
elites, numerous surrounding municipalities also have become important elite hubs (see also
Figures 11-13 in Appendix 2). In Geneva and Zurich, elites have dispersed along the lake –
particularly along the south side of the lake in Geneva and along the east side of the lake in
Zurich (the so-called “Goldcoast”) – whereas in the canton of Basel, Riehen seems to have
become an important residence hub for elites.
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Due to the quite significant proportion of missing data for the academic elites in 2020, we limit our analysis
the the first 6 benchmark years, 1890-2000.
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Figures 9 and 10. Elites residential distribution according to the number of elite and the
population (1890 and 2000)
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These patterns are not coincidental. For the case of Riehen, it is known that already in the 16th
century, patrician families from Basel built their countryside homes here. And in the case of
Geneva, wealthy city dwellers also had their countryside homes and summer residences in the
municipalities located on the south-side of the lake.12
From these maps it becomes clear that elites are not scattered randomly across space. Rather,
certain municipalities are favoured by the (economic and academic) elite. Like in any cityregion, the social structure of municipalities is rather sticky: there are certain municipalities
which were home to the working-class and others that were home to the bourgeoisie through
great parts of the 20th century (see Walter 1994, 213-214).

6. Results (3): Changes over time and preferred elite’s residency
areas
In a third, and final, step we turn to a sequence analysis of municipalities based on the two
characteristics used in maps 9 and 10: the number of elites and the population size. This allows
us to identify different types of municipalities and to characterize these types. In a first step, we
summarized the results according to the GIS analysis according to benchmarks and
municipalities. In other words, a state corresponding to one of the nine categories – low elite,
low population, low elite, medium population, and so forth – is attributed to each municipality
and for each benchmark. From this we get each municipality a sequence that is composed of
six states, one for each year (1890, 1910, 1937, 1957, 1980 and 2000). In a second step, we rely
on optimal matching technique to measure a distance between all the sequences: the more they
share similar states, the lesser the distance. In a third step, we identify groups of municipalities
that share similar characteristics, thanks to a hierarchical cluster analysis on these distances’
matrix (figure 14).
Figure 14. Dendrogram of agnes (Ward method)
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This can even be traced in historical address books from the beginning of the 20 th century. For some of the
elites in our database, we found notes next to their main address which specified their summer address – one of
the villages on the south-side of the lake.
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Cluster analysis displays indicators that help choosing the best number of clusters. On the one
hand, the Average Silhouette Width weighted (ASWw) gives a coefficient of coherence of the
groups. The higher the coefficient, the greater the distance between groups and the greater the
homogeneity within groups. On the other hand, Hubert's C (HC) measures the difference
between the obtained partition and the best possible partition theoretically with the same
number of groups and the same distances. The lower the HC coefficient, the better the
theoretical quality of the clustering. The ideal number of classes is therefore theoretically the
one for which the ASWw is the highest and the HC the lowest.
In a last step, we look at these clusters and assess if they also share other properties according
to the distance from city center, the most prevalent canton, and the most prevalent elite sphere
and cohort. Figure 15 presents a solution of a sequence analysis with 10 clusters.13
Figure 15. Clusters from the GIS typology (n=10 clusters)

13

The interpretation of the colors remains the same as in figures 9 and 10.
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A table with characteristics of the municipalities in these different clusters can be found in
appendix 3 (table 3). On the one hand, clusters differentiate according to the number of elites,
the population size, and – which is proper to sequence analysis – the succession and duration
of each state. Table 3 in Appendix 3 resumes this dimension under the Frequency indicator with
the following modalities: constant means the same state occurs for three to six benchmarks in
a row (as for clusters 1, 6, 7 and 10). Increasing means there are more and more municipalities
that share a given state, as for cluster 2 and 5. Finally, punctual characterizes municipalities
that only occasionally host elites, and for a short period of time.
To further explore these clusters, we ran a multivariate analysis that measures the prevalence
of a given variable in the clusters in comparison to the mean in the sample (Husson et al. 2010).
The different clusters can then be analyzed according to the overrepresentation or
underrepresentation of modalities within them. For each modality, a p-value and a test-value
(v-test) indicate the probability that the distribution in the classes is indeed not due to chance.
It is thus the equivalent of a test of comparison of means when the variable is quantitative and
a test of comparison of proportions when the variable is categorical. The threshold of the pvalue is set at 0.05 and corresponds to a test value of + or - 2. The latter has a sign, a positive
sign meaning that the modality is over-represented in the class, a negative sign that it is underrepresented. In table 3, only positive and significative values are displayed.
We will focus our discussion on clusters 1, 6, 7, and 10. These are all clusters characterized by
municipalities with a medium to high number of elites throughout, or for an important part of,
the period of study. Moreover, only few municipalities fall into these clusters, which underlines
their distinctiveness.
Cluster 1 is the most obvious and unsurprising one. It comprises the three cities Basel, Geneva,
and Zurich, which are at the center of our database on local elites. Winterthur also hosts a high
number of elites throughout the period. Moreover, some other Swiss cities, such as Lausanne,
St. Gallen, or Bern, are represented in this cluster. Yet, this is likely due to their population size,
which makes it rather likely that some member of the elite lives there at different points in time.
Cluster 6 gathers small municipalities (mainly from the Geneva region) that are close to the city
center (5-10 km), and that are home to a high number of elites. These are municipalities such
as Cologny and Collogne-Bellerive, located on the south-side of Lake Geneva to the east of the
city. Despite their population sizes of between 3000 and 6000 inhabitants in 1980 and 2000,
these two municipalities are home to between 14 and 27 members of the elite, which represents
a pretty high elite density.
Cluster 7 gathers medium-sized municipalities that host a medium to high number of elites.
These municipalities are often located outside of the three city-regions, i.e. in other Swiss
regions. Examples are Zug, and Lugano, but also larger municipalities in the city-regions such
as Chêne-Bourg, Meilen, or Binningen.
What characterizes both cluster 6 and 7 is that they started to become important places of
residence from the 1940s onwards and that their importance increased in 1980 and 2000.
Finally, cluster 10 gathers municipalities that started to become important elite residences at
the beginning of the 20th century and have remained so until 2000. These are for the most part
municipalities located in rather close vicinity to the three cities. Examples are Riehen, ChênesBougeries, as well as the two “Goldcoast”-municipalities Zollikon and Küsnacht.
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In sum, this sequence analysis of elites’ preferred residential locations shows that there are a
few municipalities – located in the surroundings of the three cities – which have attracted
members of the elite, mainly the economic one, since a long time. Swiss urban elites concentrate
and mingle in a rather selective group of municipalities.

7. Conclusions
The aim of this paper was to shed a light on the spatial distribution of different types of elites
in Swiss cities and city-regions. Using the residential addresses of university professors,
company directors, and local political representatives, we have shown a general
deconcentration pattern of elites’ place of residence over 110 years, from 1890 to 2020. Yet,
our preliminary results illustrate that this deconcentration pattern is not uniformly distributed
across the different types of elites and regions.
Economic elites (H1) are clearly the least urbanized and the most deconcentrated, probably due
to the part-time nature of their involvement with particular companies, followed by the
academic elites. Political elites (H2) remain very concentrated in the two cities and the
associated cantons, which is not surprising, given that they act as the representatives of these
territories. Academic elite experience a rupture between 1957 and 1980, with the rate of
professors living in the cities dropping from 75% to 40% from the 80’s onward (H3).
Aside these differences according to the type of elites, our results also provide evidence for the
hypothesized overall movement of suburbanization (H4). Elites seem to be the frontrunners of
a general population movement to the urban hinterlands in the second half of the 20th century.
Potentially in a search for larger living spaces and green surroundings and enabled by the
development of transportation infrastructure, elites have left the city centers for suburban
municipalities – often in prime locations. The intra-regional residential dynamics also reveal
that academic and economic elites – together with representatives of the political right – are
concentrated in particular neighborhoods and municipalities in each city-region. These
neighborhoods are generally well-known for their affluent residents and they sometimes have
had this role already before the end of the ancien régime. Finally, the sequence analysis
provided some insights for further exploration of the links between the type of elite, regional
disparities, and the overall trend of residential extension. Outside of the cities, the residential
logics vary in regard to the number of elite, the population size and the duration of elites’
residency. Some municipalities constantly host elites throughout the century, as for the case of
cities, but also some small (mainly in the Geneva region) and medium-sized municipalities.
In a next step, we will focus in more detail on the characteristics of neighborhoods in the three
cities. In particular, we want to gather indicators that allow to capture a neighborhoods or
municipalities
socio-economic
status
to
examine
the
relation
between
neighborhood/municipality characteristics and elite residences in more detail. Yet, obtaining
such indicators for the extended period of time under scrutiny here has proven to be a very
challenging task. A second step ahead in our analysis is to include individual-level indicators
of the elites in the analysis – such as their party affiliation or their social origin. This will allow
to draw a more refined picture of the changing elite geographies in Swiss cities. What becomes
clear from this preliminary analysis is that elites are not uniformly distributed across space.
Rather, they concentrate in certain neighborhoods and municipalities. Physical differentiation
thus seems to be an additional resource that elites can – and might want to – possess.
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Figure 11. Basel

Figure 12. Geneva
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Figure 13. Zurich
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Appendix 3
Table 3. Cluster characterization
Cluster

1

Cities

2

3

4

5

6

7

Individual
Individual
Common new
new
Ponctual
new
destinations
destinations
destinations
Small elite
destinations
in mediumin mediumin small-size
municipalties
in small
size
size
municipalities
municipalities municipalities
municipalities

8
Former
destinations
in mediumsize areas

9
Even former
destinations
in mediumsize areas

10
Medium-size
elite
municipalities

Cluster description
Number of elite

high

low

low

low

medium

high

medium

low

low

high

Population size

high

medium

low

low

medium

low

medium/high

medium

medium

medium

Frequency

constant

increasing

punctual

punctual

increasing

constant

constant

punctual

punctual

constant

Distance from city center

0-5 km

5-150 km

7-150 km

5-50 km

7-50 km

5-10 km

7+ km

10-150 km

10-150 km

10+ km

Canton

BS, ZH

Else, BL

Else

Else

Else, BL, ZH

GE, BL

BL, Else

Else

Else

Else

Region: Basel

yes

--

--

--

--

--

yes

--

--

--

Region: Geneva

--

--

--

yes

--

yes

--

--

--

--

Region: Zurich

--

yes

yes

--

yes

--

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sphere: acad

yes

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Sphere: eco

--

yes

yes

yes

--

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

Sphere: cult

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

--

Cohort

1890-1957

1980-2020

1957, 2000

1980-2020

1980, 2020

1980-2000

1980-2020

1937, 1980

1890-1910

--
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